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Is your dive buddy your spouse? What if your spouse doesn't dive? If your spouse is your
dive buddy, do you dive together during a disagreement? Romance is not just in the air this
Valentine's Day, it's in the water. DiveBuddy.com, a social community for scuba divers,
hosts a survey where divers can share their romantic status and how it affects their
involvement in the sport. Go to DiveBuddy.com to view the respsonses and join for free to
participate in the Scuba Diver Relationship Survey.
The idea for the topic came to Greg Davis, Owner of DiveBuddy.com, after talking with a
fellow DiveBuddy member about problems with his wife. "Turns out, the guy was an active
diver, but his wife was not, and she didn't like it when he went on dive trips. My wife is also
not a diver, but she supports my diving habit. She loves acting as surface support and likes
relaxing on the beach while I'm in the water. So our relationship works out really well," says
Greg.
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Another anonymous, open and heartfelt discussion reveals for some divers the conflict of
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multiple passions, and for others shared solutions and support. It is not the typical topic
among divers, but can be very important and DiveBuddy is the perfect place for the
conversation.

DiveBuddy.com was started in 1998. When his father and dive buddy moved to North Carolina in 2006, Greg, a dive instructor and web devloper, took
over DiveBuddy.com as a way to keep divers connected. Greg and Becky live in Texas, but reach tens of thousands of scuba divers worldwide.
DiveBuddy.com is not just the same old diving forum. It is fun, interactive and keeps getting better. Greg recently added a calculator to determine how
many calories the avergage diver burns while diving. If you love diving, you will love the community and features at DiveBuddy.com.
Find new dive buddies in your local area or travel destination.
Browse Scuba Earth to view dive sites, dive centers, scuba divers, events and clubs from around the world.
Send messages and post comments to your dive buddies to stay-in-touch.
Search for local dive centers and instructors to continue your education or purchase dive gear/travel.
Search for scuba resorts or dive charters and go diving.
Share underwater photos with fellow divers.
Read and write scuba diving articles.
Participate in our diving question and answer forum.
Start or join a dive club and stay active within your community.
Research dive sites and plan group dive trips with your scuba buddies.
Review and conduct surveys that are answerd by scuba divers and dive professionals.
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